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FED GUIDANCE vs MARKET

• forward market does not believe the Fed
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EARNINGS EXPECTATIONS

• recovering nicely into 2022 but beware coming 
tax adjustments 

source: Bank Credit Analyst
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Key drivers Investment implications

• unprecedented liquidity

• macro  -environment

• technology

• monetary policy

• fiscal policy……….

• asset price inflation / wealth creation / increased savings

• innovation / adaption / behavioural change

• business models / margin / cost / efficiency

• currency / inflation / interest rate impact

• largest stimulus package since WW II

PATHWAY 1 – MORE CHANGE

Source: McKinsey
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Key drivers Investment implications
• new markets

• changing consumer behaviour

• lower cost

• structural intermediation / dis-intermediation of industries / companies

• margin shifts
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PATHWAY 2 – MORE LOCAL / ONLINE
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Key drivers Investment implications

• fiscal deficit funding • merging of fiscal / monetary policy

• weaker dollar?

• pricing risk assets?

• productivity changes?

PATHWAY 3 – MORE DEBT

Source: BCA Research
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Key drivers Investment implications

• demographics

• wealth inequality

• employment inequality

• health-tech

• differentiated product offering.

• inflationary pressures

PATHWAY 4 – MORE INEQUALITY

Source: Visual Capital
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Key drivers Investment implications
• technology

• behaviour

• lower costs

• improved efficiency

• central bank digital currencies

• fintech

• massive new market opportunities for some 53 million employment opportunities 

but 120 million people will need to retrain

• new platform driven business models

PATHWAY 5 – MORE DIGITAL / ENABLED

Source: McKinsey
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Key drivers Investment implications
• tech enabler

• industry evolution

• opportunity in some unexpected sectors such as oil ?

• major risk to many large businesses and those unprepared for the change

PATHWAY 6 – MORE INNOVATION

Source: Visual Capital
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Key drivers Investment implications

• rapid substitution

• focus on ESG

• new energy models

• green-tech

• a resource constrained world

PATHWAY 7 – MORE SUSTAINABLE

Source: Visual Capital
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Vunani Fund Managers
6th Floor, Letterstedt House
Newlands on Main
Newlands, 7700
Telephone: (021) 670-4900
Email: info@vunanifm.co.za
Website: www.vunanifm.co.za

Company Registration No: 1999/015894/07

Vunani Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider (license no. 608) approved by the regulatory authority
(www.fsca.co.za) to provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial Advisors and Intermediary services Act 37 of 2002.

The value of investments, and the income from investments, may fluctuate and past performance is not necessarily a guide to future
performance.

The information and opinions contained in this document are provided in good faith and from sources believed to be reliable, but no
representation or warranty, expressed or implied is made to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. Vunani Fund Managers
accordingly accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from this document or its contents.
Certain directors may have direct or indirect interests in some of the shares or companies mentioned in this report.

The information in this document may not be reproduced, copied or redistributed in whole or part without the prior written consent of
Vunani Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd.

Vunani Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS) and has prepared and
presented this report in compliance with the GIPS standards. Vunani Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd has been independently verified for the
periods 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2019. The verification report is available on request.

Verification assesses whether (1) the firm has complied with all the composite construction requirements of the GIPS standards on a firm-
wide basis and (2) the firms’ policies and procedures are designed to calculate and present performance in compliance with the GIPS
standards. Verification does not ensure the accuracy of any specific composite presentation

mailto:info@vunanifm.co.za
mailto:info@vunanifm.co.za
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Boutique Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“BCI”) is a registered Manager of the Boutique Collective Investments Scheme, approved
in terms of the Collective Investments Schemes Control Act, No 45 of 2002 and is a full member of the Association for Savings and
Investment SA.

Collective Investment Schemes in securities are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participatory interests may go
up or down and past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance. The Manager does not guarantee the capital or
the return of a portfolio. Collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. A schedule of
fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request. BCI reserves the right to close the portfolio to new investors and
reopen certain portfolios from time to time in order to manage them more efficiently. Additional information, including application
forms, annual or quarterly reports can be obtained from BCI, free of charge.

Performance figures quoted for the portfolio is from Morningstar, as at the date of this document for a lump sum investment, using NAV-
NAV with income reinvested and do not take any upfront manager’s charge into account. Income distributions are declared on the ex-
dividend date. Actual investment performance will differ based on the initial fees charge applicable, the actual investment date, the date
of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax.

Investments in foreign securities may include additional risks such as potential constraints on liquidity and repatriation of funds,
macroeconomic risk, political risk, foreign exchange risk, tax risk, settlement risk as well as potential limitations on the availability of
market information.

Boutique Collective Investments (RF) Pty Ltd retains full legal responsibility for the third party named portfolio.

Although reasonable steps have been taken to ensure the validity and accuracy of the information in this document, BCI does not accept
any responsibility for any claim, damages, loss or expense, however it arises, out of or in connection with the information in this
document, whether by a client, investor or intermediary. This document should not be seen as an offer to purchase any specific product
and is not to be construed as advice or guidance in any form whatsoever. Investors are encouraged to obtain independent professional
investment and taxation advice before investing with or in any of BCI/the Manager’s products.


